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 Why the Georgist Movement Has

 Not Succeeded

 Response to My Discussants

 By WARREN J. SAMUELS

 The discussants of my article have commented in a kindly manner

 and in the spirit in which my paper was originally written. For that I

 thank them.

 Professor Heavey makes the point that Georgist true believers may

 not recognize Georgist policy successes "because they were not done

 in his name." One thing that this comment brings to my mind is that

 success might be identified as a situation in which Georgist policy so

 dominated public finance and was so taken for granted that people

 no longer thought of it as Georgist.

 Professor Heavey also emphasizes as the fundamental Georgist

 concept the proposition that people "have an inalienable right to the

 product of their own labor." I want to point out two circumstances

 that have rendered this proposition highly problematic. First, the term

 "product of their own labor" has a rhetorical concreteness that is

 absent in actual markets. What counts is not only one's physical

 product but also its value in the market. A worker can produce the

 same physical product but, if demand has fallen or supply risen, the

 exchange value of each unit of the product will tend to fall. So it is

 not one's physical product but physical product times product price

 that matters.

 Second, as I see the situation, although people may sometimes

 think in terms of what they produce or the value of what they

 produce, more often they think along two other lines. One line is a

 major theme of my paper. However much Georgists have identified

 land rent/increments in land value as unearned, most people think

 of their income as earned. The unearned-increment view negates the

 treatment of rent/increment as property, but the earned-income view

 affirms the property status of rent/increment. The spread of home

 (and therefore land) ownership, and the prospect thereof in the minds
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 630 American Journal of Economics and Sociology

 of others, has provided support to the latter view. People are, in other

 words, interested in keeping what they feel that they have earned,

 which is what they have received, even though in their minds and

 hearts they think they should have received more. The second line

 is this: people who are workers, as distinct from managers, nonethe-

 less tend to take a managerialist view of the world. In a nutshell, the

 managerialist view, as Selig Perlman put it, is opportunity conscious-

 ness-and the opportunity that counts is the opportunity to receive

 (= to have earned) income and the derivative opportunity to spend

 that income. In this respect, too, people are interested in keeping

 what they feel that they have earned-and that is the income they

 have received.

 The proposition that people have a right to the product of their

 own labor is a fitting proposition in the discourse of economic justice.

 But in actual markets people tend to operate on the proposition that

 justice is what justice can get in the market-and what people get in

 the market, they feel they have earned. They do not want to hear-

 certainly they do not want to operate on-the premise or proposi-

 tion that increments of land value are not something they have

 earned.

 Professor Heavey notes that the original income tax was in effect

 a tax on wealth. Given the concentration of land ownership, the

 income tax was therefore an imperfect substitute, but a substitute

 nonetheless, for more conventional Georgist tax policies aimed at cap-

 turing land rent/increments of land value, such as unearned income.

 This is logically and substantively correct; but as Professor Heavey

 appreciates, Georgist ideology and myopia seems to have prevented

 an appreciation of this means of capturing unearned income.

 Finally, I note that emphasis on free trade as Georgist doctrine

 serves to underscore the extent to which George's ideas were con-

 sistent with mainstream economic thought.

 I turn to C. Lowell Harriss's comment. His remarks are full of prac-

 tical wisdom, even of some hope. I have only one quibble. Profes-
 sor Harriss argues, "The role of the academic should not ... call

 attention to great dreams but to achievable results." My quibble con-

 sists of two points. First, the distinction between "great dreams" and

 "achievable results" is not always clear; moreover, it can be influenced
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 Samuels's Response 631

 by action. Second, I do not see why academics should eschew calling

 attention to great dreams. Doing so is an important part of the value

 identification, clarification, and promotion process (see Samuels

 2003).

 Steven Cord's commentary is also laden with practical insights. I

 can respond to only a few of his specific comments (I retain his

 numbering):

 (1) As for taxes on production that funded public expenditures

 having the effect of decreasing land values, one relevant point is that

 benefits tend to be concentrated, whereas tax burden tends to be

 diffused.

 (2) As for Georgism vis-A-vis the dominant ideology of property:

 inconsistency, no; explicable paradox, yes.

 (4) I did not say that land-value separation is impossible-only that

 it is difficult to be conclusive.

 (7) My statement about unsafe positions by economists referred to

 mainstream, not heterodox, economists.

 (8) and (11) It would serve no useful purpose to elaborate on either

 claim, that of diversity of personal agendas and that of intellectually

 ineffective followers and their destructive competition; and any

 elaboration would reflect the limits of my experience and selective

 perception.

 (12) The right to oneself is not my claim, only an example used

 for illustrative purposes.

 Mark Sullivan's comment is a deeply informed and caring account

 of what kept Georgist ideas from being in the vanguard of social

 reform movements in the 20th century. It is also a sensitive and sen-

 sible diagnosis of the present world situation. I particularly like his

 statements that globabilization "is an ugly grafting of libertarian the-

 ories of privatization onto the realities of imperial militarism," that

 "Georgists are today in the unenviable position of trying to get a

 hearing for a solution to a problem the public does not know it has,"

 "What, after all, would have succeeded?" and that "Rent is a rela-

 tionship, not an essence or a thing."

 One topic that has interested me during my entire active scholarly

 life is expressed by the query, When is a problem a problem?-or,

 When is a problem seen and acted upon as a problem? Sullivan
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 convinces me that the problems posed by Georgism-poverty as due

 to progress, and unearned incomes-are too esoteric and too remote

 to readily catch hold.

 Finally, I quibble with Sullivan's position that on several occasions

 circumstances conspired to beat radical Georgist tax reform to the

 punch. My reading of the relevant history is that so far from Geor-

 gism being beaten to the punch, Georgism was not, alas, in the arena,

 surely not in the ring.
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